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ABSTRACT 

The use of Neural Network (NN) has spread out in many field of modern life because of its ability in learning 

and solving prediction and classification problem. In this research, we want to use a NN to defy whether the 

cutting tool of milling is actually working (i.e., milling) or not (i.e., idling) based on the vibration of 3 axes. 

Data harvested during experiments were analyzed, processed and used in batch learning (i.e., offline learning). 

Previous works showed the result of up to 93% classification. Our goal is to investigate the data and reach a 

higher performance. Therefore, the NN is adopted to recognize the milling status and is implemented by Matlab. 

Moreover, Genetic Algorithm was used to optimize the NN topology including three parameters: number of 

tapped delay parameters, number of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) coefficients and number of hidden neurons. 

A preferable recognition rate of 99.6% was achieved.
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INTRODUCTION 

Condition monitoring in CNC machining 

In 2015, A Chinese factory firm set up the first unmanned factory which manufacturing cell phone modules. 

Robots, computer numerical control machining, unmanned transport trucks and automated warehouse 

equipment replaced human labor in the plant. It was reported that the defect rate dropped from 25 per cent to 

less than 5 per cent and the production capacity grew from 8,000 pieces/person/month to 21,000 pieces. This 

remarkable event as an example showed the reality of unmanned manufacturing in the near future. The trend of 

machining industry is towards cost reduction, product quality and reducing human resources as well [1]. 

Condition monitoring and diagnosis system, which have the ability of identifying the system defects and their 

position, would play an important role in the system. The subjects of monitoring system are cutting tool, surface 

roughness, machine’s parameters… and most of researches concentrate on the condition of the cutting tool. This 

is the main aspect that affect both the quality of the product and the efficiency of the system regarding working 

time. The tool wear will influence the quality of the surface finish and the dimension/tolerance of the parts, 

while tool failures cause interruption and downtime happen during working. Vibration, acoustic emission, 

cutting force, temperature, sound… are among means that used for condition monitoring [2,3]. They store the 

tool’s status information in the form of time series data. There are two types of data collecting system: wired 

and wireless system. The wired data harvester may receive more data than the wireless data harvester system but 

they also have some limits [4,5]. Furthermore, data need to be analyzed and extracted useful information along 

with reducing noise to support the classifiers in recognizing the condition status. Milling as well as other cutting 

always have to cope with inaccuracy in features dimension or surface roughness due to some unexpected 

condition of the cutting tool or failure to secure the work piece. Plastic deformation, mechanical breakage and 

mechanical gradual wear are main problems that occur during the working time [6]. These circumstances may 
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lead the cutter to idle state although the machine is still in working state without the observation of the 

operators. Therefore, designing an automatic monitoring system is vital for the CNC milling machines. Most of 

researches did not approach to the idle/working state of the cutting tool. The state of the art for this approach can 

be found in [7], which is 93%. 

Neural network role in condition monitoring 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) which often refers to Neural Network (NN) by far is the most powerful 

computational intelligence tool that has been used in various researches and real life application. NN was 

introduced in early 1940s [8] and caught attentions of researchers during that time because of the interesting 

idea behind it: brain-like or brain-inspired computers. NN typically has three layers: input layer, hidden layer 

and output layer. The input layer receive raw data (i.e., untrained data) for the network, while the hidden and 

output layers contain nodes. All of these layers and nodes are connected layer by layer. As mentioned in [9]- 

“Tool condition monitoring system: A review”, neural network classifiers have been employed by many 

researchers due to its merits such as high fault tolerance and adaptability, noise suppression capability, and data-

driven nature. 

METHODOLOGY 

Signal Processing 

The raw data can directly reflect the working condition of milling machine but it may not as effective with so 

much noise. Tapped delay is a simple but rather effective method to increase the information within the time 

series data for NN input. The original data contains the accelerations of all the three axes so we can represent the 

raw data input at time k as   
    

 
   

  . By using a tapped delay parameter   , we can create tapped delay inputs 

at time k        
        

    
 
       

 
   

        
  . Choosing the value of    is a critical matter for the 

input of NN. The greater value of    is, the more milling status information we have. But on the other hand, 

greater    also make more noise and more computational time. 

In order to obtain the essential information of milling status, the data was processed through a further step, 

which is transforming time domain into frequency domain. A contemporary algorithm applied in this step is the 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. This algorithm actually work based on the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT). The DFT can be defined as: 

   ∑        
 

    
                                                                                                                    (1) 

where     stands for N-point signal in time domain                , n and k are the discrete time and 

frequency indexes, P belongs to N frequency domain signals                . The data in time domain is very 

hard to analyze. In frequency domain we can see quite clear the information within the data by looking at the 

frequencies’ magnitudes. But because the length of the signal in frequency domain is equal to the signal in time 

domain. This means we have to choose a parameter   that makes the input has a reasonable length (i.e., suitable 

for computer resources and keeping the training time acceptable due to very large input data) and contains 

enough information for the NN. 

 

Figure 1. Neural Network architecture for Milling Status Detection 
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In fact, the frequencies are rather low and there are many frequencies that stay the same or change only slightly. 

If we choose a high number of    for the system, the performance of the system is not guaranteed to increase 

due to the presenting of irrelevant information and much more computational time. In contrast, choosing low 

numbers of    features would result to lack of information related to milling status. This also decrease the 

performance of the system. Thus, we chose GA method to optimize the    parameter. These methods also help 

optimize other important parameters of the NN. As a result, choosing the parameter    and    is choosing the 

input for the NN. The parameter   is considered as more important than the parameter    since it would decide 

the number nodes of input layer, whereas the value of    is also needed to be selected appropriately as 

mentioned above.  

Moreover, the neuron number in the hidden layer parameter    is very important for the NN topology and 

performance as well. As the discussion in [10], this parameter is mostly chosen by background knowledge and 

experimentation. In general, we should choose rather large number of hidden neurons than too few. The training 

time will increase but it give more flexibility for the NN, thus it give more chances to overcome the local 

minimum problem. On the other hand, the limitation of computer resource will also restrict the number of 

hidden neurons. Therefore, this number can be chose in the range from five to one hundred as mentioned in [11]. 

Some researchers use cross-validation method and regularization to find the optimal parameter [12, 13] while 

others can simply choose    that equal to mean of the neurons in the input layer plus the neuron number of 

output layers. In this work, we used GA method along with the NN to find the optimal values for         . 

Neural Network 

NN is indeed powerful computational frameworks, which have been successfully applied in diverse applications 

including condition monitoring and tool breakage diagnosis. In this work, a feedforward NN is applied to learn 

to monitor tool condition from the milling data. In [13], G. Zhang et al. showed that for training the data a 

hidden layer is sufficient. Therefore, the NN has one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The 

input layer has the number of nodes the same as the training input sample or in another word, it is the input for 

each training epoch of the NN. The number of nodes at hidden layer is one of the variable parameters that we 

need to optimize. The mission of this research is to utilize the accelerations in x-axis, y-axis and z-axis to detect 

the milling status. Therefore, the output of the NN is represented as: 

1, 0.5
ˆ

0,
k

if y
m

otherwise


 


                                                                                                                                            (2) 

where ˆ
km  is the predicted milling status at time k and y is output of the NN (0,1)y . Thus, it is clear that the 

output layer of the NN has only one node which its value within the range (0,1). The structure of the network is 

three-layer feedforward contains one input layer, one hidden layer with sigmoid as transfer function and one 

output layer with softmax as transfer function. Because we used batch training (i.e., offline) method so at time k 

of the training, the input at time k of the NN can be presented as: 

      
          

    
 
         

 
   

          
   which   

   is the coefficient extracted from FFT at time k of 

x-axis acceleration. Each component of the input     connect to the hidden neurons via the weights and biases. 

After applying the activation function to the hidden neurons, the output from the hidden neuron    can be 

described as: 

  
    ∑   

   
     

 
   

  
                                                                                                                      (3) 

where   
  is the output at the     hidden neuron at time k, C=3.c is the number of input sample,   

  
   

  
  are 

weights and biases of     hidden neuron at time k, v is the sigmoid function. 

The output of the NN at time k was calculated as follow: 

     ∑   
   

     
    

                                                                                                                           (4) 

where    is the output of  the NN at time  k,   
  is the output at the     hidden neuron at time k.   

  ,   
    are 

weights and bias of output layer at time k.   is the softmax function of the output layer. 
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The sigmoid and softmax function are described in equations (5) and (6) respectively. 

           
 

                (5) 

           
  

∑          (6) 

 

By choosing the activation function at the hidden layer and output layer of the NN, we completed the first step 

of modeling the NN including number of the inputs, number of the outputs and number of hidden neurons. 

Then, the NN would choose reasonable initials weights and biases. In the second steps, the input would 

propagated forward through the network to compute the output values. These values will be compared with 

target values and find the differences. The mean square error (MSE) is generated for both training and validation 

set. The NN then uses the training function (i.e., Levenberg-Marquardt) to adjust the biases and weights of the 

training set based on the MSE. If the MSE value from the validation set reach 6 times in a row increased then 

the network stop training and calculate the MSE of the test set.  

Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

Genetic algorithm was applied to find the optimal parameters          regarding the classification ability and 

training time of the NN. 

The Algorithm 

Step 1. Initialization. 

In this step, we create a population of 30 chromosomes, each chromosome is a set of three 

parameters         . The value of each parameter is limited from 1 to 75. 

Step 2. Evaluation. 

Train the NN with each chromosome set and get the final test performance   .  

Step 3. Start the loop from step 4 to step 7. 

Step 4. Evaluating each chromosome’s fitness value based on the result of objective function. 

Compute the fitness of    each chromosome. The fittest chromosomes having higher probability    will be 

selected for next generation. 

 

   
 

    
  (7) 

   ∑   
 
   (8) 

Step 5. Chromosomes selection 

To select the chromosomes for next generations, we used Roulette Wheel method: 

Firstly, calculate the cumulative probability values    of the chromosomes. 

Secondly, generate random real number              If    is greater than     and smaller than      then 

select chromosome i+1 for the next generation.   

Step 6. Crossover 

In this step we choose a crossover rate     (i.e., 0.7) and also generate random real number    . If    <    , 

chromosome i will go through crossover pool. For each pair of chromosomes in crossover pool, we generate a 

number for positions to be crossover. New set of chromosomes will be created at this step. 
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Step 7. Mutation 

We need to determine a mutation rate     (i.e., 0.1) and choose random chromosomes. One or two values of 

         in these chromosomes will be replaced by a random natural numbers (i.e., in the range from 1 to 75). 

By then, we finish the mutation step and new generation is generated. 

Step 8. Solution (Best Chromosomes) 

The process continue for 30 generations and each generation the performance of the NN is recorded.  

The implement of GA for the NN help to achieve the best set of {        } resulting the best performance for 

the NN  

EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULT 

System setup for data collecting 

 

Figure 2. Performance result over number of hidden neurons when (a) Inputs are raw data (b) Inputs are tapped 

delay data 

An attachable electromagnetic energy harvester driven wireless sensing system was designed as in [7] to collect 

the data. This system consists of two main modules. The first module would collect enough energy to supply 

power to the other. The second module, which consists of sensors and wireless components, would acquire the 

vibration data and transmit to a terminal computer in which the data was analyzed. We received total 59,946 

samples of data for each sample contained signals from x-axis, y-axis and z-axis. The data value was in range 

from 0.8581 to 2.5484 according to the axis. 

System to execute the NN program 

We run Matlab R2016a program on an Intel Core i7 CPU 3.60 Ghz with 28G RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce GT 

610 4GB display card. The parameters for Neural Network toolbox is shown on Table 1. 

Table 1. Built In Matlab Neural Network Toolbox Parameters 

Network setting Training Parameter 

Data division Random 

Training Trainlm 

Performance Cross-entropy 

Derivative Default 

Gradient 1.00e-06 

Min MSE goal 1.00e-09 

Max epochs 50 

Validation Checks 10 
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Experiment result 

The performance of the network improved from 69% to 78% of classification when change from raw data to 

tapped delay data as showed in Figure 2. The performance of raw data seemed change unpredictable. In 

contrast, the performance with tapped delay inputs was improved gradually and only increased/decreased 

slightly. The number of hidden neurons would have less effect to the NN when    is greater than 20 (best 

performance with raw data happened as    is 25 while best performance with tapped delay data happened as    

is 30). More neuron at hidden layers may improve the performance but it is noticeable that it may lead to over 

fitting. 

The NN with GA implemented achieved 99.6% classification as shown in Figure 3 –  This confusion matrix 

showed the classification result of the test set as mentioned in Methodology section. It can be explained as 

follow: For total 11,975 outputs, 6,241 outputs were correctly classified as idle and 5,684 outputs were correctly 

classified as milling while 24 outputs were misclassified as idle and 26 outputs were misclassified as milling. 

The target class was the actual condition while the output class was the classification decision of the NN.   The 

result was achieved with    = 71,    = 48 &    = 53 which were tapped delay, FFT coefficient and number of 

hidden neurons in hidden layer respectively. 

 

Figure 1. Confusion matrix of best NN with GA implemented 

There are still 114 errors over 59,946 samples of data in the experiment. It happened to be 48 errors (~42%) 

when the “milling status” and the “idle status” switch. The detail is showed below in Table 2. The finding 

reflects the fact that it is more difficult to forecast the milling status when incident occurs. Or the classifier may 

need some delays before recognizing the changing.   

Table 2. Misclassification 

Predicted Target Total errors 
Misclassified 

at edge 

1 0 68 23 

0 1 46 25 

Total 114 48 

CONCLUSION 

The research successfully enhanced the performance in classification of milling status during working. The high 

accuracy of 99.6% detecting the working and idling status of the machining process promises an automatic 

system where the requirement of human labor is minimum. In our recent experiments, we also applied other 

methods such as “Extracting Texture Feature for Time Series classification” based on recurrent plot [14], 
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Support Vector Machine [15], and other trial runs to try different network topology as suggested in [16]. There 

was evidence in some runs showed a better result when working with SVM (i.e., 99.7%). Therefore, we are 

confidence that the detection rate can be improved with further investigation. 
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